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Walker signs RTW (for less) for WIS.
It was over before it even
started. Republican Governor
Scott Walker signed a law
Monday making Wisconsin the
25th right to work (for less)
state in the nation.
The state Assembly passed
the bill Friday morning 62 to
35 on a straight party line vote.
They followed the state
VOL. 121 Senate’s 17 to 15 vote to pass
the measure Feb. 26. Both bod-
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Heather Bradford (AFSCME 3558), Jared Katzmark (Laborers 1091), Jim Paine (center,
red sign), and Lee Sandok-Baker (AFSCME 235) were among the many folks who rallied in Superior Feb. 26 against Wisconsin GOP’s move to make it a right to work (for
less) state. Paine got the Superior Federation of Labor endorsement for Superior mayor.

Paine labor-endorsed for Superior mayor
City council, school board Mike Raunio. There are four partisan. He said northwest
endorsements also made board seats open in the April 7 Wisconsin has a strong proAt their March 4 meeting,
delegates to the Superior Federation of Labor endorsed Jim
Paine in his bid to unseat
Mayor Bruce Hagen in the
Tuesday, April 7 election.
Also that evening delegates
endorsed candidates for city
council following screenings.
Receiving endorsements were
Graham Garfield (District 6),
Mike Herrick and Dan O’Neill
(both District 8), and Esther
Dalbec (District 10).
School Board candidates
were screened Feb. 4 and endorsements were made March
4 for Len Albrecht, Rob Morehouse, Craig Peterson, and

election. All school board seats
are at-large.
“The Superior Federation of
Labor thanks all the candidates
who have appeared before the
delegates for questioning,” said
SFL Corresponding Secretary
Warren Bender. “The five
mayoral candidates ran great
campaigns and it is a true tribute to the democratic process.”
The Federation had conducted a three and half hour
screening and endorsement
meeting for mayor Jan. 7 with
all five candidates in attendance. It was the only contest
with a primary election, which
was held Feb. 17. Delegates
did not make a mayoral
endorsement then, but in the
long discussion about it, Paine
seem had a lot of support.
A member of the Douglas
County Board, Paine is a former Marine, a UW-Superior
history graduate, and has a
degree from UMD’s Masters of
Advocacy
and
Political
Leadership program that is no
longer on that campus.
On Jan. 7 Paine proudly
proclaimed himself a Democrat and a progressive, even
though the mayoral race is non-

gressive tradition but said local
leaders tend to be too conservative. He said he wants to see a
more progressive spirit brought
to Superior so he ran for mayor.
“Community service is the
reason for public life,” Paine
told delegates Jan. 7 and he is
involved in many efforts.
Paine said organized labor
is workers coming together to
bargain with a collective voice
with their employers. Almost
two months before Republican
legislators made their push for
right to work in Wisconsin,
Paine told delegates Jan. 7 that
it’s really right to work for less.
“Right to work is bad for the
economy and for the community we’ve built,” Paine said. “It
tells employees they don’t matter and it would lead to fewer
jobs and they’ll pay less.”
Residing next to the UWS
campus, Paine said he tried
unsuccessfully to get Chancellor Renee Wachter to not privatize the jobs of two dozen custodial and grounds workers.
“That wasn’t right for the
economy or morally,” he said.
“I advocate for quality jobs.”
Paine said home ownership
See Jim Paine...page 2

ies are controlled by Republicans.
The whole process took
only about two weeks as
Republicans called for an
extraordinary session on the
measure to help them avoid
debate. The Assembly did
debate the bill for 24 hours.
The Senate had cut off debate
saying they had information
that opponents were prepared
to rally inside the chamber.
Walker acted as though he
really didn’t have time to get
into the right to work (for less)
debate even though he had stated in the past that he supported
it. But once its passage was
imminent Walker changed his
tune, telling the Wisconsin
Manufacturers and Commerce
group, “We brought that up,” as
he prepares his 2016 presidential campaign.
“Make no mistake; passing
Right to Work is reckless,” said
Wisconsin State AFL-CIO
President Phil Neuenfeldt.
“Right to work will drive down
wages and benefits, decrease
safety standards and weaken
the middle class. Republicans
are clearly more concerned
with advancing the rights of
out-of-state special interests
who write their campaign
checks than protecting the
rights and protecting the wages
of hard-working Wisconsinites.
“Right to work will not create jobs and will not help one
family put food on the table.
At a time when wages are stagnant and good jobs are hard to
find, Right to Work is absolutely the last policy lawmakers
should be advancing.”
Protests against RTW were
much smaller than those
against Walker’s 2011 Act 10,
which was a similar attack on
public employee unions.
Police and fire fighter
unions are the only two left
with real power in Wisconsin.
Right to work (for less) will
allow workers to opt out of
paying union dues but still
allow them to receive the benefits secured for them by the
union that represents their

workplace.
Jennifer Shaubach, Minnesota AFL-CIO Legislative
Director says “A “right to
work” law is a state law that
stops employers and employees from negotiating an agreement – also known as a union
security clause – that requires
all workers who receive the
benefits of a collective bargaining agreement to pay their
share of the costs of representing them. Right to Work laws
say that unions must represent
every eligible employee,
whether he or she pays dues or
not. In other words, Right to
Work laws allow workers to
pay nothing and still get all the
benefits of union membership.
“Right to Work laws aren’t
fair to dues-paying members.
If a worker who is represented
by a union and doesn’t pay
dues is fired illegally, the union
must use its time and money to
defend him or her, even if that
requires going through a costly,
time-consuming legal process.
Since the union represents
everyone, everyone benefits, so
everyone should share in the
costs of providing these services. Amazingly, nonmembers
who are represented by a union
can even sue the union if they
think it has not represented
them well enough!”
If a business were to opt out
of paying dues to the Chamber
of Commerce, it would not
receive any benefits from the
organization. The same can be
said for virtually all organizations in the U.S. except unions.
A group of 350 Wisconsin
union contractors came together as the Wisconsin Contractor
Coalition to oppose RTW.
“As construction employers
in Wisconsin, we are proud of
the strong labor-management
partnership we have in the
state. This partnership enables
us to pay our employees family-supporting wages because in
return they approach their trade
as professionals, constantly
improving their skills and providing us with efficiencies that
See Wisconsin...page 4

MN 8CD DFL retreat March 28 in Hinckley Building Trades will sponsor
Minnesota’s 8th Congres- large share of the membership
Cost of the event is $50 per
Huskies home opener 5/27
sional District Democratic- in the 8CD DFL and it’s hoped person (does not include a
Farmer-Labor Party has scheduled their 2015 Retreat at
Hinckley’s Grand Casino for
Saturday, March 28 from 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Union members make up a

they’ll turn out again to keep
the labor and the party strong in
the huge district that stretches
from just north of the Twin
Cities to the Canadian border
in NE Minnesota.

Jim Paine endorsed...from page 1
is at a 20-year low in the U.S. at 65%, but it’s even worse in
Superior at only 55%. A home makes a person feel more secure
about their future so things are trending poorly and housing
needs a lot of work.
As a volunteer at St. Vincent de Paul, Paine said he has been
in some of the worst homes in Superior and “some are downright
dangerous” he said. They beg for a strong rental code in the city
he said.
Paine said he’d like to see a drug and poverty task force in
place to address things that are holding the community back.
That task force is more important than just increasing the police
force to combat problems he said.
He said community development serves the working class
and the city should be a leader in providing good jobs. Paine said
project labor agreements are a good way to guarantee good jobs
in development. He’d like encourage new businesses to have a
good labor policy that includes input from their employees.
“If elected I wouldn’t be mayor forever so employees need to
be their own best advocates to make policy that lasts,” he said.

NOMINATIONS NOTICE –

United Steelworkers District 11 Local 9460
Nominations for the offices of President, Vice President,
Financial Secretary, Treasurer, Recording Secretary,
Guide, Guard (Inner), Guard (Outer), three trustees,
Unit President, Unit Secretary and Stewards will be
accepted from the floor during each of the following
membership meetings at the seven locations listed
below. No quorum will be necessary at these meetings.
Nominations will not require a second and selfnominations will be permitted. The term of office will
run for three years beginning May 19, 2015.
As provided in the USW Elections Manual, any member
who has paid their initiation and is in good standing at
the time of nominations is eligible to nominate
candidates. To be eligible for office, a member must
have been in continuous good standing for a period of
twenty-four months immediately preceding the month in
which the election is held (April 2015). Any member
nominated but not present at the nomination meeting
will be contacted as soon as possible. Any member
nominated must accept or decline the nomination in
person at the nomination meeting or at such time as
contacted by the Local. The election will be conducted
on April 9, 2015. Additional information regarding the
election will be provided in a separate notice which will
be mailed to all Local 9460 members at a later date.
Monday, March 16, 2015, 5:30 pm
Tony’s Riverside, 524 S. River St., Spooner, WI
Monday, March 16, 2015, 5:00 pm
Essentia Health Community Room, Ely, MN
Monday, March 16, 2015, 12:00 pm
Essentia Health Community Room, Hayward, WI
Monday, March 16, 2015, 1:00 pm & 4:00 pm
Jan and Gary’s Dining, Sandstone, MN
Monday, March 16, 2015, 5:30 pm
Essentia Health Community Room, Hibbing MN
Monday, March 16, 2015, 5:15 pm
Chequamegon Clinic/Community Room, Ashland, WI
Tuesday, March 17, 2015, 1:00 pm, 6:00 pm, & 9:00 pm
Duluth Labor Temple, 2002 London Rd., Suite 202
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hotel room).
RSVPs are required by
Friday, March 13 to Steve
Barrows at: 218.820.8199 or
Bsteve949@gmail.com
Motel rooms are available
for a separate cost of $99 by
contacting
Ashley
at
320.384.4792.
DFL activists are asked to
come prepared to listen to the
expectations of morning speakers, and then to participate
in the afternoon’s “Action/
Expectation/Message development session.
Speakers starting at 10 a.m.
include: Justin Perpich (Nolan
campaign expectations), R e p .
Mike Sundin (Legislator/candidate expectations), Mike
Simpkins (Native American
expectations), and Tom Cvar
(North East Area Labor
Council labor expectations).
At 11:30 a.m. there will be a
lunch with Congressman Rick
Nolan.
At 1:00 p.m. there will be
breakout sessions for committees.
At 2:15 p.m. delegates will
reconvene for the plan development for directors, officers,
and the message to 8CD voters.
Adjournment is at 4:00 p.m.
with attendees committed to
building a stronger 8CD DFL
campaign in 2015 and 2016.
The best part about that effort
is that Congressman Nolan will
run for re-election.

It’s official, the Duluth Building & Construction Trades
Council will sponsor the Duluth Huskies home opener at the
union-remodeled, and even more beautiful, Wade Stadium. The
game is Wednesday, May 27 with “Play Ball!” at 7:00 p.m.
“We’ve had a great relationship with the City of Duluth’s
Parks and Recreation Department and the Huskies with Project
Labor Agreements for all the remodeling that’s gone on at Wade
Stadium, and there’s more work coming up this summer” said
Craig Olson, DBCTC President. “We figured this was a good
way to show our appreciation and pay something back.” He said
while its a little early to think spring he’d like labor union members to reserve the May 27 date. “We’ve got a lot of the details
that still need to be worked out, but we expect to have tickets to
give to unions and their members for a fun night out.”
Wade Stadium was originally built as a Works Progress
Administration (WPA) project to give jobs to people hit hard by
the Great Depression. Workers removed bricks from Grand
Avenue and 381,000 of them were used to build the stadium,
which opened in 1941. Those bricks are probably 100 years old
and some of the walls have started to crumble. Other improvements have been made including artificial turf, drainage, lighting, entry plaza, seats, concession areas, and concourse.

Just think of someone special...

1-Hour Massage only $50!
Full Circle Massage
Labor Temple, Suite 96

218-428-2858

! Clip & Save !




Coupon expires May 15, 2015

Union members get 15% oﬀ food*
A Union
Property of
Radisson
Hotel
Duluth –
Harborview

Ironworker Retirees
Monthly Breakfast
Thursday, March 19
9:00 a.m.
Bridgeman’s (Mall)
Mt. Shadow Drive

massageduluth.com

218-722-VIEW

http://www.jjastorsrestaurant.com
*Not valid on holidays, Saturdays, or in conjunction with other promotions
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MN now an island in RTW
Editor:
“Majority rules” is a basic
tenet of democracy and we
have to live with it. (That’s
except in the U.S. Senate were
those 100 bright folks figure
that 60% is how you calculate a
majority so you can shut up the
minority.) Thankfully we determine who our legislative
majorities will be by free and
fair elections. Well as best we
can anyway considering how
we allow money to control
election campaigns. You can go
ahead and be offended by that.
A majority of us are, but we let
money call the shots in the U.S.
As the last 4 or 5 years have
shown in Wisconsin’s elections
the minority of voters over
there are in big trouble for perhaps many elections to come.
A large part of that minority are
people like you and me voting
against people like you and me.
How did they lose contact?
Doesn’t seem like they’re even
close to making their case in
Wisconsin which isn’t full of a
majority of rich folks. They’re
just their Joe the Plumber,
maybe Arnie the Operating

Engineer, thinking and voting
like rich folks as Phil Anderson
states in his letter to the right.
Too many people like you
and me are buying into a bogus
“freedom” type message that
says you shouldn’t have to pay
union dues to achieve union
benefits. You’re free to free
ride on benefits everyone else
pays for. Tell us where else that
occurs, please. It’s exactly
what Republicans rail against
on everything they erroneously
label as “entitlements.” Try that
at the Chamber of Commerce,
at the American Legion, at
AAA. Usually in America you
have to pay to play but not
when it comes to unions in
right to work and free ride.
The next state that approves
Labor World 2015 issues:
right
(for less) will
March 25;
April 15; mean toa work
majority of states
May 6, 20,
June 17; believe in it. One bad presidenJuly 1, 22; Aug. 5, 26; tial election and RTW could be
the law of the land. Minnesota
LABOR WORLD
may not be L'Étoile du Nord
(ISSN#0023-6667) is published
(The Star of the North) anysemi-monthly except one issue in
April, June, December (21 issues). more after that. Right now
The known office of publication is we’re an island, an oasis of
Labor World, 2002 London Road,
sorts in a desert for unions.
Room 110, Duluth, MN 55812.
Give Mary Burke credit for
Periodicals postage is paid at
trying to tell Badger voters in
Duluth MN 55806.
POSTMASTER:
her run to unseat Walker that
Send address changes to:
all they needed to do was comLabor World, 2002 London Rd., pare their state to Minnesota
Room 110, Duluth, MN 55812 and decide what direction they
S-70
7
wanted to go and how they
needed to vote. To people like
(218) 728-4469
you and me they chose poorly,
FAX: (218) 724-1413
and unfortunately, they’ve been
laborworld@qwestoffice.net
www.laborworld.org
consistent about it for a while.
~ ESTABLISHED 1896 ~
How’s that messaging going
Owned by Unions affiliated with the
now?
Do we have a message?
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body
Can we even get people like
Subscriptions: $25 Annually
Larry Sillanpa, Editor/Manager you and me from giving up so
Deborah Skoglund, Bookkeeper easily? In MN we’d better keep
fighting for every inch of
Board of Directors
ground. We need a message
Pres/Treas Dan Leslie, IBEW 31;
that we’re in it for the common
VP Stacy Spexet, USW 9460;
good and that it’s working.
Sec Kathleen Adee, Education
Let’s not get proud of ourMN; Mikael Sundin, Painters &
Allied Trades 106; Dan O’Neill, selves as we see others fail or
fall. Let’s not feel like there are
Plumbers & Steamfitters 11;
Al LaFrenier, Workers’ United;
differences between public and
Steve Risacher, Carpenters 361;
private unions. Let’s not think
Tom Cvar, UFCW 1189
that the middle class has many
Scott Dulas, NALC 114
levels. Let’s continue to try to
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help the working poor achieve
middle class. Let’s work with
everyone who believes in the
dignity of all human beings, in
the dignity of work. Let’s
understand what the American
Dream means. Let’s say it out
loud. Let’s shout it from the top
of the hill. Let’s show up and
live solidarity to make us all
stronger. Let’s remember that
as organized labor we don’t
win hardly any fights if we
haven’t connected with the
community and electorate.
Let’s remember how close
we came to not electing Gov.
Dayton in 2010. He won by
less than 8,800 votes, 0.4% of
the total. Tom Emmer could be
in his second term as governor
and we could be fighting RTW.
Let’s not forget that after the
great 2013/2014 legislative
sessions, Republicans won a
majority in the MN House last
fall. Say “Chip Cravaack.”
Our good times in MN,
even our $1.87 billion surplus,
are living on a razor thin margin. It can be gone in a 2016
election that we didn’t see
coming. Do not fall asleep.
Don’t rest on laurels. Don’t
think you’re living in the good
times and grow conservative.
Don’t get proud. Don’t think
it’s all about you and you’re
better than anyone else. Stay
healthy, stay strong, stay committed. This fight never ends.

Fair
Use Notice
The Labor World may contain
copyrighted material the use of which
has not always been specifically
authorized by the copyright owner.
We make such material available in
our efforts to advance understanding
of labor, economic, political, human
rights, democracy, social justice, and
environmental issues. We believe this
constitutes a 'fair use' of any such
copyrighted material as provided for
in Section 107, US Copyright Law.
In accordance with Title 17
U.S.C. Section 107, the material in
this paper and on the website is distributed without profit to those who
have expressed an interest in receiving the included information for educational purposes.

Well, it’s official, Minnesota is now an island surrounded by
right to work (for less) states. With Gov. Walker beaming and
surrounded by his Republican friends giddy and clapping, he
signed the law which goes into effect today, March 11, 2015.
The sign in front of his desk read “FREEDOM TO WORK.”
Right to work is a phony Republican statement itself (I would
think that by now everyone knows that it is no right to a job), but
to claim it is freedom to work is more dishonest than RTW itself.
If anyone wanted freedom to work outside of a union contract,
all they need do is quit. Just quit. Slavery was abolished 150
years ago.
Today the political contributions of some Wisconsin unions
to Walker's campaign deserve recognition, deserving special
recognition is Operating Engineers Local 139, which gave the
maximum $43,128 to his campaign. Also deserving recognition
are the Wisconsin Pipe Trades $19,000; Wisconsin State Council
of Carpenters $12,500; Milwaukee Police Assn. $4000; and
Milwaukee Fire Fighters Local 215 $2000. I hope the membership of those local unions remember their leadership when they
are up for re-election. They sold their unions, and all Wisconsin
union members down the tube.
And Walker will now get a boost from the Republicans for his
presidential bid, with thanks to the leadership of those unions
listed above. Remember PATCO’s support of Ronald Reagan?
George Sundstrom, Retired Sheet Metal Workers Local 10

Divide and conquer works
in Wisconsin for Walker

Editor:
This week Wisconsin became a right to work state. This was
a “given” when reactionary Republicans took control of state
government.
Legislation to eliminate prevailing wages is next. These laws
require public contractors compete by having better management or efficiency, not just lower wages. This is another attack
on unions and the public good.
Ironically, this week the Wisconsin Democracy Campaign, a
campaign finance reform advocacy group, released figures on
union contributions to Governor Walker. Unions representing
engineers, police, firefighters, plumbers, carpenters and other
trades contributed $83,000 to Republican Governor Scott
Walker’s re-election campaign despite his anti-union record.
What were these unions thinking? Why do people vote
against their own best interests?
Apparently divide and conquer works! Get the public to think
teachers and public employees are lazy and over paid. Separate
the workers with good benefits from those with no, or poor, benefits. Create phony conflicts between creating jobs and protecting the environment. Divide the taxpayers from the “takers” on
welfare. Throw in some hysteria about the deer count, gun control, high taxes or other “wedge” issues and 40% of union represented workers vote Republican.
Republicans have always opposed what was good for workers and the public. Unions, equal rights, workplace safety, Social
Security, Medicare, unemployment, and workers compensation
are only a few examples. When will we ever learn?
An injury to one is an injury to all. Everyone does better when
EVERYONE does better! In politics you support your friends not
your enemies!
Philip Anderson, AFT-WI Retiree Chapter

So what about the WIS 1%?
~from Center on Wisconsin Strategies, cows.org
Wisconsin’s growth and prosperity are not being widely
shared. In 2012, Wisconsin reached a milestone, with a record
share of income going to the top 1%. The widening chasm
between the very highest earners and everyone else poses hardships for Wisconsin’s families, businesses, and communities.
Families can’t thrive when income growth is nearly non-existent
for everyone except those at the top, and businesses need a
strong middle class bolstered by broad-based income growth to
See Wisconsin inequality growing...page 7
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Wisconsin becomes the 25th right to work (as free riders) state...from page 1
make us highly competitive.”
Union contracts have raised
the wage and benefit packages
of all workers in the areas
where unions are strong. That’s
precisely why conservative
interests have pushed right to
work (for less) laws: to bust
unions and drive down the
wages and benefits of all work-

ers.
Study after study on right to
work for less have shown that it
doesn’t create jobs, and actually lowers the quality of life in
the 24, now 25, states that have
passed the legislation.
On the Economic Policy
Institute’s website, epi.org,
there is nine page report “Right

To Work Is Wrong for
Wisconsin” by Gordon Lafer
that was written Jan. 23, 2015.
It is a downloadable PDF.
Lafer says wages are 3.2%
less in RTW states; employersponsored health insurance is
2.6% less; pensions are 4.8%
less. RTW is sold as a job creator but that hasn’t worked.
Lafer says “Oklahoma is the
only state to adopt RTW since
NAFTA and where enough
time has passed to measure its
impact. Oklahoma lawmakers
were told that if they passed a
RTW law, there would be an
eight- to 10-fold increase in the
number of new companies
coming into the state—especially in manufacturing. Instead, manufacturing employment in the 10 years after RTW
fell by one-third, as did the
total number of new jobs created by companies coming into
the state.
“In fact, employers themselves say RTW is not important. Area Development magazine conducts an annual survey
asking small manufacturers to
list the most important factors
in their location decisions.
RTW has never ranked in the
top 10.

“In 2013, it ranked 12th; the
top two factors were availability of skilled labor, and access
to a major highway.”
No one seems to be paying
attention to the facts as RTW is
being pushed nationwide.
RTW is being introduced by
some county boards. Cities
may be next in the anti-union
endeavor as supporters are able
to sell it as freedom for workers
as they ignore the facts.
“Strong unions build a
healthy middle class and provide a necessary check on corporate power and greed,” said
Neuenfeldt. “Unions allow
workers to join together, stick
together, and have each other’s
backs in order to have a meaningful voice in the workplace.”
Time will tell how it works
out for Wisconsin. Across its
border to the west Minnesota
has been prospering under
Democrats and progressive
laws that help many residents.
It has a $1.9 billion surplus.
Even its Republicans like Rep.
Pat Garofalo of Farmington,
are inviting Wisconsin employers to come to Minnesota, and
he’s no friend of organized
labor.
In spite of all its problems
under Walker Lafer says
Wisconsin has been outperforming right to work states on
income and other quality of life
measures. It can’t match
Minnesota, however. That was

a point made on many levels,
many times by Mary Burke,
who tried to unseat Walker in
the last election. Seems no one
wanted to be bothered by statistics then either.

Painters & Allied Trades
106’s Barry Ives is another
union member who has
spent hours volunteering to
help remodel the Gary
Recreation Center so kids
will have a nicer playground. Besides taping,
mudding, and painting, Ives
said epoxying the floor
comes next. Those conduit
runs behind him are thanks
to IBEW 242 volunteers.
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Minnesota’s budget surplus hits $1.87 billion but caution still urged
When the Minnesota Legislature convened in
early January legislators told everyone to be cautious
about what they wanted to do with the $1 billion surplus. The standard joke was “a billion dollars just
doesn’t go as far as it used to.”
Now the question is “how far will almost two billion dollars go?”
On Feb. 28 Minnesota Management and Budget
(MMB) released the February Economic Forecast,
which showed a $1.87 billion budget surplus for the
state. Many DFL leaders say the surplus is a direct
result of investing in opportunities for all which
strengthens the entire economy. Take that Wisconsin.
Rep. Jennifer Schultz (DFL – Duluth), one of only
five new DFLers elected to 21 new Republicans last
fall said, “It shows us that by investing in hardworking Minnesotans and in opportunity for everyone,
you strengthen the economy. The forecast points to
reasonable expectations that our economy will continue to improve if we build on this momentum and
work to expand economic security for all Minnesotans, not just special interests and corporate executives.” Schultz is an economist and instructor at the
University of Minnesota Duluth.
Minnesota’s unemployment rate is 3.6%, the 5th
lowest in the country and lowest in Minnesota in 14
years. MMB also shows a slight increase in wages.
The economy improved significantly when the DFL
legislature passed a balanced budget that invested in
education and middle-class tax relief while asking the
very wealthiest to pay their fair share.
“Minnesota is truly a success story,” said MMB
Commissioner Myron Frans. “With more than
182,000 new jobs added since 2011, the 5th-lowest
unemployment rate in the nation, rising high school
graduation rates, and a nearly $1.9 billion state budget surplus, it’s hard to argue otherwise.”
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surplus is good news for working families,” said Eliot
Seide, director of Minnesota’s largest public employee union. “It comes from more Minnesotans working
than ever before and from more of them earning higher incomes...It proves that fair taxes, decent wages,
and wise investments in jobs and education have
helped Minnesota create the 5th fastest growing
economy in the nation...To keep the economy growing, Minnesota needs to fix our transportation system...a 10-year plan with new revenue to repair our
crumbling roads and bridges and improve our transit
system.”
Minnesota AFL-CIO Secretary-Treasurer Steve
Hunter said, “...our economy is leading the nation
...there is still much that can and should be done to
improve the lives of all Minnesotans. Wages didn’t
grow as fast as overall economic growth and our
transportation infrastructure is terribly underfunded.
“Governor Dayton and legislators have an opportunity to pass a budget this year that builds on our
successes and continues to invest in the future. They
can ensure that we continue to take care of the most
vulnerable Minnesotans. They can create jobs and
grow our economy by passing a long-term, comprehensive transportation bill and empower all working
people by passing the Working Parents Act.”
The Minnesota Budget Project stated “higher
income tax collections due to expected rising
incomes, and lower projected Medical Assistance and
education spending” helped lead the way. “...continue
investments targeted to the many Minnesotans who
struggle for greater economic security. We are calling
for increased funding for Basic Sliding Fee that
allows families to afford child care that meets their
needs. We also argue that any tax cuts policymakers
may pass should be sustainable, well-targeted and
have tax fairness as a primary goal.”
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Governor Mark Dayton is making education and
transportation his top priorities this year, which fit
nicely with his “opportunities for all” success. He
started with a $6.2 billion budget deficit when he first
took office in January 2011.
Last month Dayton laid out a budget proposal that
among other things would fix 330 bridges and 2,000
miles of roadways, send 31,000 more children to preschool, and provide child care tax credits for an
130,000 working families. Among the things he
wants to happen are:
• Universal Pre-K funding to cover the entire cost
to help prepare 31,000 young learners for success in
school, narrow the achievement gap, and save
Minnesota families thousands of dollars in child care
costs.
• Tuition Freezes – Two years ago tuition was
frozen at all University of Minnesota and MnSCU
campuses. Dayton wants to do that again.
• Student Grants – In 2013, the Governor and
Legislature made a major investment by providing
more financial aid to make higher education more
affordable. He proposes building on that investment.
• Protecting Children – Last fall, Dayton convened
a task force charged with providing recommendations
to protect children from the threat of abuse and neglect. He’s proposing the state set aside $50 million to
implement the expected recommendations.
Some folks are saying “not so fast” however.
A Senate DFL Majority press release stated, “A
2014 law requires that 33% of the November forecast
is deposited into the state’s rainy day fund, meaning
that $183 million was deposited this year; if our state
faces a crisis in the years to come, we will be better
positioned to weather it.”
AFSCME Council 5 says don’t blow the surplus
in tax breaks for business and the wealthy. “A strong
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In the complaining about taxes, realize Minnesota’s are fairer than most
A new study by the Institute
on Taxation and Economic
Policy (ITEP) reveals that state
tax systems are indirectly contributing to growing income
inequality by taxing low- and
middle-income households at
significantly higher rates than
wealthy taxpayers.
The 5th edition of ITEP’s
“Who Pays” finds that middleand low-income people in all
50 states pay substantially
more of their income in state
and local taxes than wealthy
individuals and families. The
disparity is most stark between
the lowest-income households
and the top 1 percent of households. On average, the poorest
20 percent of taxpayers nationwide pay more than double the
effective tax rate paid by the
richest 1 percent of households
(10.9 per cent v. 5.4 percent).
ITEP’s analysis factors in
all major state and local taxes,
including personal and corporate income taxes, property
taxes, sales and other excise
taxes.
“In recent years, multiple
studies have revealed the growing chasm between the wealthy
and everyone else,” said Matt
Gardner, executive director of
ITEP. “Upside down state tax
systems didn’t cause the growing income divide, but they
certainly exacerbate the problem. State policymakers
shouldn’t wring their hands or
ignore the problem. They

should thoroughly explore and
enact tax reform policies that
will make their tax systems
fairer.”
State and local tax systems
are unfair, or regressive,
because the lower one’s
income, the higher one’s tax
rate. This is due in part because
states tend to more heavily on
sales taxes to raise revenue and
not as much on personal
income taxes, which tend to be
more progressive (meaning the
higher one’s income, the higher
one’s
effective
personal
income tax rate).

The Terrible 10
While all states have room
to improve their state tax
codes, some stand out because
the disparity between tax rates
for low- and upper-income
households is worse than
abysmal national averages.
Washington state has, by
far, the U.S.’s most regressive
state tax system, taxing the
poorest residents at 16.8 percent while taxing the top 1 percent at only 2.4 percent.
Florida, Texas, South
Dakota, Illinois, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Arizona, Kansas
and Indiana are also included
in Who Pays’ Terrible 10.
Four of these states do not
assess any personal income tax
and six derive the lion’s share
of their revenue (two-thirds v.
the one-third national average)
from the sales tax.
States that have the least

regressive tax structures
include California, Delaware,
the District of Columbia,
Minnesota, Montana, Oregon
and Vermont. These states
either have more graduated
personal income taxes, rely less
on sales taxes for revenue or
have generous, refundable
Earned Income Tax Credits. It
should be noted, though, that
each of these states fails to
meet a minimal level of fairness because some low- or
middle-income groups still pay
higher taxes than the wealthy.
How states tax their residents matters for myriad reasons. In recent years, anti-tax
advocates have pushed for tax
policies that would reduce tax
rates for the wealthy and businesses. There are clear problems with this agenda.
Foremost, many anti-tax
proposals would make regressive tax structures even worse
in part because they often rely
on hiking taxes that fall more
heavily on poor and middleincome families to pay for tax
cuts at the top.
Second, as the Kansas experience shows, aggressive tax
cuts can result in states having
difficulty adequately funding
basic public obligations such as
education.
There’s also a more practical reason for states to be concerned about regressive tax
structures. If the nation fails to
address its growing income
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inequality problem, states will
have difficulty raising the revenue they need over time. The
more income that goes to the
wealthy (and the lower a state’s
tax rate on the wealthy), the
slower a state’s revenue grows
over time.
“Americans generally have
a visceral reaction to taxes, but
the truth is we need them to
make state governments work
for all citizens. The problem

with our state tax systems is
that we are asking far more of
those who can afford the least,”
said Meg Wiehe, ITEP state
policy director.
The report concludes that
states considering reform
should look at more progressive personal income tax structures and ask the wealthy to
pay tax rates more commensurate with their incomes.

To view a 50-state ranking of state tax systems
based on ITEP’s inequality index, go to:
http://www.itep.org/whopays/inequality_index.php

Minnesota fairer than most
By Michael Moore, Editor, St. Paul Union Advocate
Minnesota’s tax structure is among the fairest in the country,
according to the results of an annual analysis of state and local
tax systems released by the nonpartisan Institute on Taxation and
Economic Policy. The report, Who Pays, looks at how states
generate tax revenue – and how much it costs taxpayers at different income levels.
In Minnesota the wealthiest 1 percent of earners, with more
than $498,000 in annual household income, pay 7.5 percent of
their income, on average, in state and local taxes. That’s a lower
rate than any other income bracket in the report, including:
• The rest of the top 20 percent of Minnesota earners, with
household incomes between $102,000 and $498,000. On average, they pay about 8.5 percent of their income in state and local
taxes.
• The lowest 20 percent, with less than $24,000 in annual
income, who pay an average tax rate of 8.8 percent.
• The middle 60 percent, with earnings between $24,000 and
$102,000, who pay an average tax rate of about 9.7 percent.
Although middle- and low-income people in Minnesota pay
more of their income in state and local taxes than the state’s
highest earners, the same is true everywhere in the U.S. The
good news for Minnesota is the gap between what middle- and
low-income people pay and what wealthy people pay is smaller
than the gap in 44 other states.
In some states, the report found, the poorest 20 percent of taxpayers pay more than double the effective tax rate paid by the
richest 1 percent of taxpayers. Washington is the country’s most
regressive state, taxing the poorest residents at 16.8 percent and
the top 1 percent at just 2.4 percent.
Why does it matter if state and local taxes ding lower-income
families more than upper-income ones? In addition to being a
matter of basic fairness, regressive tax structures contribute to
growing income inequality in the U.S., which has reached a level
not seen since before the Great Depression.
“In recent years, multiple studies have revealed the growing
chasm between the wealthy and everyone else,” ITEP Executive
Director Matt Gardner said in a press release accompanying the
report. “Upside down state tax systems didn’t cause the growing
income divide, but they certainly exacerbate the problem.”
Why are state and local tax systems unfair across the board?
According to the ITEP report, it’s mostly because these governments tend to rely more heavily on sales taxes to raise revenue
than income taxes.
Minnesota’s tax structure is less regressive than most other
states, according to Who Pays, in part because of its graduated
tax structure, which assesses higher rates to higher income levels. Gov. Mark Dayton and DFL majorities in the Legislature
raised taxes on the wealthiest Minnesotans to address a budget
shortfall two years ago.
The report also praised Minnesota’s sales tax exclusion for
groceries and its Working Family Credit, increased by Dayton
and DFL majorities last year.
The state’s comparatively high sales tax rate – on tobacco, in
particular – hits lower- and middle-income earners harder than
the wealthy, the report found.
LABOR WORLD NEWS, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11, 2015

Mediation between USW 11-63, SMI confidential as strike continues
United Steelworkers Local
11-63 and Speciality Minerals
Inc. had a mediation session on
March 4 but the talks are
cloaked in a confidentiality
agreement the parties agreed
on in order to get talks started.
“There was progress made,
however we have a ways to
go,” said USW 11-63 President
Brady Nelson.
There are five members of
USW 11-63 that are employed
by SMI, which provides calcium carbonate for Sappi’s paper
making production in Cloquet.
SMI’s facility is on Sappi’s
grounds. About 400 more
USW 11-63 members work at
Sappi but do not have sympathy language in their contract
that would allow them to honor
the picket lines.
“The IRON 5 are holding
up very well,” said Nelson.
“Solidarity is rock solid.
Donations have slowed some.
We will renewing efforts to get

donations picking up again.”
The five workers have all
worked at SMI or its predecessor since 1988. Nelson said
those workers have an amazing
safety record spanning over
5700 days without an accident.
When the workers went on
their unfair labor practice strike
when the clock ticked over to
2015 on New Year’s Eve, SMI
replaced them with scabs from
southern U.S. Only one union
member worked each shift at
SMI. As many as nine scabs
were on site when they
replaced the union member.
“The scabs have had at least
three accidents that we know of
since the strike began,” said
Nelson.
Sappi has not gotten
involved in the negotiations
and acts as if the strike is not
affecting them but their workers know better says Nelson.
The strike is in its 70th day
as of this issue. Strikers on their

Former judge affirms USW
on oil safety as strike cause
GALVESTON — The United Steelworkers say a newspaper
column by former Texas District Judge Susan Criss strengthens
the arguments the union has made throughout its one-month
Unfair Labor Practice (ULP) strike in the oil industry.
“Why would a company refuse to guarantee workers the right
to a safe workplace? Because the lives and safety of their workers do not matter enough to cut into profits,” Criss wrote in a
recent column for Galveston County Daily News. “Because the
people that do the work generating those profits do not matter.”
The argument that oil companies are prioritizing profits over
the safety of workers has been the central focus of the USW’s
strike that began at 9 facilities Feb. 1 and now includes nearly
7,000 workers at 15 locations. Royal Dutch Shell is leading
negotiations for the companies.
“Why are the union members not backing down? Overtime
dollars pay a lot of bills and then some. Striking means bills go
unpaid,” Criss wrote. “Why not take the money and take their
chances? Because they cannot forget the cost of working in dangerous conditions.”
As a judge, Criss presided over 4,016 legal claims arising
from a March 2005 explosion at the BP refinery in Texas City,
Texas, that killed 15 workers and injured 180. Investigations into
that disaster “revealed a culture of complacency toward worker
safety at that refinery contributed to the disaster,” Criss wrote.
“Worker fatigue resulting from excessive overtime hours was
another problem cited.” Criss now works in private practice after
serving 15 years on the bench.
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Steve Fields
Attorney

picket line from 5:30 a.m. to 6
p.m. every day of the week as
the bitter winter takes a turn
toward spring this week.
“Striker’s families are doing
well,” Nelson said. “Community support has been very good
also. They still need donations

and appreciate very much the
Brothers & Sisters along with
community members that stop
by. These are a very courageous group of Brothers that I
am proud and humbled to be a
part of and represent.”
The pickets are located at

the main entrance to Sappi on
Avenue B. Donations to help
the workers and their families
can be sent to USW Local 1163, 1403 Avenue C, Cloquet,
MN 55720.

Wisconsin inequality growing fast...from page 3
generate customers. Wisconsin communities pay the price if too many families and
businesses fail to prosper.
In Wisconsin, the top 1% had income of
$320,000 or higher in 2012. The top .01% in
Wisconsin – the top 1 out of 10,000 – had
incomes of at least $7.1 million in 2012. The
top 1% in Wisconsin makes, on average, more
than 22 times the average annual income of
$44,000 that the remaining 99% of residents
make. Wisconsin ranked 28th among U.S.
states in the ratio of the top 1% of income to
the remaining 99% of income. The average
income of the top .01% in Wisconsin is nearly
500 times the average income of the bottom
99% of residents. The share of income taken
home by the top 1% is nearly 1 of every 5 dollars.
In the late 1920s and into the 1930s,
income inequality was stark, with the highest
earners taking home a large share. After the
crash in the late 1920s, and since the policies
of the New Deal—collective bargaining,
retirement and unemployment security, financial regulation, progressive taxation—were
entrenched, the income share claimed by top
earners fell. But as those policies came under
attack beginning in the 1970s, inequality rose
again and has exceeded pre-Depression highs.
The share of income in Wisconsin going to

the top 1% reached its highest level ever in
2012, exceeding even levels reached prior to
the Great Depression. In 2012, the top 1% in
Wisconsin captured 18.2% of the income in
2012, or nearly 1 out of every 5 dollars of
income in the state. This share of income has
more than doubled since 1974, when the top
1% in Wisconsin took home a low of 7.0% of
all income in Wisconsin, or just 1 out of every
14 dollars of income.
The same pattern of outsize gains at the top
holds true for other top income groups in addition to the top 1%. For example, the share of
income captured by the top .01% in Wisconsin
increased nearly ten-fold between its low point
in the 1970s and its current level, and the share
of income captured by the top 0.1% increased
more than five-fold over this same period.
At the same time that the share of income
going to the top 1% in Wisconsin has steadily
climbed, income for the remaining
Wisconsinites has remained stagnant. Between
1979 and 2012, average incomes for the top 1%
in Wisconsin more than doubled, after being
adjusted for inflation. In contrast, the remaining 99% saw less than 2% growth in their
incomes. Put another way, $91 out of every
$100 of income growth that occurred between
1979 and 2012 in Wisconsin wound up in the
pockets of the top 1%.
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AFL-CIO leaders take no action on Keystone XL as Obama veto stands
ATLANTA (PAI)—Sometimes failure to take action
means more than action, and
that was the case at the AFLCIO Executive Council here
when it came to the controversial Keystone XL oil pipeline.
On Feb. 24 President
Obama vetoed the legislation,
which had passed with large

majorities in the Republican
controlled Senate and House,
that ordered him to approve
construction of the pipeline’s
northern segment, from the
Alberta-Montana border to
Nebraska and Oklahoma.
The Senate voted 62 to 37 to
override the veto March 4 but it
takes a two-thirds majority in

In December of 2013, the Minnesota
Supreme Court decided a case called
DYKOFF vs. EXCEL ENERGY. Since
then employers and insurance
companies have interpreted the ruling
very broadly and used it to deny injured
workers the benefits they deserve.
We do not believe that eliminating a
broad range of comp claims was the
intent of this decision. We do believe
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both the House and Senate to
override a veto. That’s a big
number and it rarely happens.
Building trades unions, who
signed a project labor agreement six years ago to build all
of Keystone, are still pushing
the pipeline.
After the
November 2014 GOP election
sweep, so did AFL-CIO

President Richard Trumka. But
the council ducked the issue,
and the building trades will try
again to enact Keystone – later.
Had someone brought it up
at the final session Feb. 25,
“There would have been a floor
fight” in the room, one proKeystone union leader told
PAI. He added the unions will

that most of the workers, who have
been rejected, will get fair benefits in
the end.
If you have received a "benefits
denied" letter using some of the
reasons shown in red above, give us a
call. It costs you nothing to meet with
us. We can help you understand where
your comp claim stands in light of the
Dykoff Decision.

seek other legislation for inserting a Keystone okay, but would
not specify when or what.
“President Obama just
made a disastrous decision for
thousands of American workers,” said Sean McGarvey,
president of North America's
Building Trades Unions. “It
saddens our unions that a president who has sworn to fight
for America’s workers has
failed them.”
The floor fight would have
pitted the Building Trades -whose PLA also covered
Keystone’s
now-operating
southern
segment,
from
Guthrie, Okla., to refineries on
the Gulf Coast -- against
National Nurses United and
several other unions.
While the Building Trades
emphasize the up to 40,000
construction jobs that Keystone
would create, its union foes say
it would add to the gases causing global warming by transporting 830,000 barrels of
“dirty oil” daily from Alberta’s
tar sands.
“With this veto the president has made an important
statement on a project that
poses a significant threat to
public health and the climate
crisis,” NNU Co-President
Karen Higgins said in a statement. “That’s the leadership we
need from the administration.
Now we urge the president to
take the next step and further
announce the U.S. will formally reject approval of the
pipeline itself.”
Obama wants to let the State
Department’s oversight and a
government-wide
review
process for the pipeline run its
course.
“The miniscule number of
jobs it (Keystone) would create” – around 50 operating jobs
after it is completed – “are far
outweighed by the enormous
damage this project creates to
our health and in accelerating
the climate crisis,” said
Higgins.
Her union and its antiKeystone allies add pipeline
explosions and totality of damage from mining, refining, and
transport of tar sands – along
with health impacts from mining pollutants – are reasons to
reject Keystone. They add that
far more construction workers
could be toiling on repairing
and replacing current U.S.
infrastructure,
including
pipelines.
John Wojcik of the People’s
World contributed material for
this story.
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